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To,

All the District & Sessions Judges/Zilla Qazis,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

$lBrEcrr ENHAI{CEMENT OF PI'BLIC TRUST
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BY SHARII{G
PERI'ORMAITCE OF THE COT'RTS WITH THE PT'BLIC.

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am directed to refer to the subject noted above and to say that a
judiciary, that is perceived fair and trustworthy, is essential for any civilized

society. The public's trust in the judiciary is indispensable for proper functioning of

the rule of law and the right to a fair, timely, and efficient trial by an independent

and impartial court established by law.

2. The geneal public in Pakistan has expressed concerns about the delay

of trials/speed of the Judicial Process, and they often attribute delays in justice

solely to judges. However, this is not the whole truth. To remove this incorrect

impression, it may be helpful to share the performance of each court in all

districts, jail visits and other relevant information through the media, This could

help boost public trust and improve the image of Judiciary of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

3. The Peshawar High Court is committed to achieve maximum disposal

of cases within the legal framework by utilizing all available resources and playing

its role in upholding the supremacy of the Rule of Law and Constitution.

4. To achieve the above objectives, all District & Sessions Judge should

disseminate their monthly disposal of cases and output of each jail visit through
print and electronic media, including their website, for the information of general
public, please.

Sincerely Yours,
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